























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































An Attempt to Consider “A Fresh and New-born” Old Age
Miho KUBOTA
 Recently, great many studies have been carried out on successful aging and productive aging, and 
our society still persists in myth of youth, “the younger, the better,” which makes it difficult for people to 
accept getting old. In this paper, by listening sincerely to pieces of words from elderly women and the 
narrative of a woman in her eighties, it is considered how getting old is paradoxically fresh, neither staying 
young nor just getting mature. It is because of having lived for a long time and realizing death nearby, that 
such people were bursting with wish to live, while taking losses for granted. It also proved that old age is not 
a goal but a process in life. The title of this paper, “A Fresh and new-born” Old Age, may sound strange and 
unlikely, but it can be a true and inspiring viewpoint about aging.
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